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- TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
CH ATTANOOGA. TENNESSEE 37401

6N 38A Lookout Place

| JUN 301989 )
I

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. '20555 l

a

Dear Sir:

TVA - BROHNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT (BFN)' UNIT 2 - DOCKET'NO. 50-260 - FACILITY ;

OPERATING LICENSE DPR-52 - REPORTABLE OCCURRENCE REPORT BFRO-50-260/89016 ]
'i

|The enclosed report provides details concerning-the Technical Specification
violation due to a seismically unqualified 480V shutdown board. This report f
is submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(1). 1

fVery truly'yours, j
!

TENNESSEE VALLEY-AUTHORITY l

i

. R. B
Vice President )
Nuclear Power Production j

Enclosures i

cc (Enclosures):
Regional Administration
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Inspection and Enforcement i
Region II i

101 Marietta Street, Suite 2900 i
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

'

INP0 Records Center
Sulte 1500
1100 Circle 75 Parkway
Atlanta, Georgia 30339

NRC Resident Inspector, BFN .;

2AA
' \

8907060070 890623
{DR ADOCK 05000260

PDC

An Equal Opportunity Employer -
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On May 30, 1989, it was determined that 480 Volt Shutdown Board 2A had not been
maintained in a seismically qualified configuration because the normal feeder 1

breaker for the board was in the disconnect position with the breaker compartment
door open. This placed the shutdown board and loads supplied by the board,
including Core Spray Loop I in an inoperable condition. This core spray loop was ;

required to comply with technical specifications.

IThe event resulted from an unidentified person failing to comply with
administrative control requirements to close the compartment door. Breaker
compartment doors are required to be closed and latched to maintain seismic
qualification on the shutdown board. The immediate corrective action was to
close and latch the compartment door. Further corrective action includes
revising the Conduct of Operations instruction to require inspections of all

| electrical distribution boards for compliance with seismic requirements during
plant tours. In addition, since breaker doors are required to be opened for
maintenance and system outages, the utility will reanalyze their requirements
using NRC generated data (e.g. NUREG, NUREG/CR) to determine an acceptable time
frame for a door to remain open without the board being inoperable.

All three units at Browns Ferry were in cold shutdown with units 1 and 3 defueled
when this condition was discovered,

oRCco,m ses
(9 $3)
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Description of Event

On May 30, 1989, it was determined that 480 Volt Shutdown Board (EIIS identifier
ED), 2A had not been maintained in a seismically qualified configuration because
on May 23, 1989.,the normal feeder breaker for the board was in the disconnect

.

position with the compartment door open. This placed the shutdown board and the
loads fed from the board in an inoperable condition.

On May 5, 1989, the Core Spray (EIIS identifier BG) Loop 11 test valve, outboard
reactor inlet isolation valve was placed under operational hold order thus making

j Core Spray Loop 11 inoperable. On May 23, 1989, while performing corrective
'

action verification for a Condition Adverse to Quality Report on the normal
feeder breaker for the 2A 480 Volt Shutdown Board, it was discovered that, the
breaker for the 480 volt shutdown board was in the disconnect position with the

} compartment door open. Leaving the compartment door.open placed the shutdown
! board in a seismically unqualified and inoperable status. This made the Core

Spray Loop I test valve, outboard reactor inlet isolation valve and inboard
reactor outlet isolation valve inoperable. At 1130 hours on May 23, 1989, the
breaker door was verified to be closed making the shutdown board seismically
qualified and Core Spray Loop I technically operable.

Analysis of Event

The 480 volt shutdown boards are seismically qualified when the breaker is
connected, in the test position or disconnected as long as the compartment door
is closed and latched. If the door cannot be latched closed and the breaker is
disconnected, then the breaker must be removed from the board and secured
elsewhere. The requirements were not met on 480 Volt Shutdown Board 2A and a
conservative approach was taken in declaring the board inoperable from the time
the breaker was disconnected with the door open. If a seismic event had occurred
the breakers in disconnect position could impact the side of the panel and cause
the initiation of the adjacent breakers relay protection logic. This could
prevent a plant system from responding properly. One of the loads fed from the
shutdown board is 480 Volt Reactor MGV Board 2A. The Core Spray Loop I test
valve, outboard reactor inlet isolation valve and inboard reactor inlet isolation
valve are fed from Reactor MOV Board 2A. These valves became inoperable when the
power supply (480 volt shutdown board and 480 volt Reactor HOV Board) became
inoperable. This left unit 2 without an operable core spray loop. Core Spray
Loop I was aligned and capable in all other respects to perform the required
safety function. Technical Specifications (TSs) require one loop of core spray
operable when the reactor vessel pressure is atmospheric and irradiated fuel is
in the reactor vessel. Because of the operational hold on the valves in Core

Spray Loop II, core spray Loop I was the only available train of core spray when
the condition was discovered. Under this condition the unit is technically not
in compliance with TSs and is being reported under 10 CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(i)(B).

NRC eQAM 306 'U.S. GPO: 1988-520 4 89 00010
19 831
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Cause of Event

The event resulted from an unident.ified person failing to comply with
administrative control requirements to close the compartment door. The
. administrative controls were developed as corrective actions for Licensee Event
Report BFRO-50-259/89001. The controls are conservative and derived from a
limited analysis. Based on this event and perceived difficulties in future
compliance'with the conservative controls, TVA has elected to perform a more
rigorous analysis to relax the controls.

Corrective Action

The immediate corrective action was to close and' latch the breaker compartment
door. Further corrective action will be to revise Plant Managers Instruction
(PMI) 12.12, Conduct of Operations, to require Assistant Unit Operator to inspect
all electrical distribution boards for compliance with seismic requirements

_

j
{

during performance of plant tours. The utility will also reanalyze the seismic
requirements on the breaker cabinets using NRC generated data (e.g. NUREG,
NUREC/CR) to ietermine an acceptable time frame for a breaker compartment door to

,

remain open without, the board being inoperable. Le frequency of routine
inspection by operating personnel will assure that the acceptable time frame is
met.

Previous Similar Events

Although no similar events have occurred this seismic concern was identified in
LER BFRO-50-259/89001.

Commitments

1) Revise pMI 12.12, Conduct of Operations to require Assistant Unit Operators
to inspect the applicable electrical distribution boards for compliance with
seismic requirements during performance of plant tours. The procedure
will be issued by July 15, 1989.

|
'

2) Reanalyze the seismic requirements on the breaker ubinets using
NRC generated data (e.g. NUREG, NUREG/CR) to determite an acceptable time

j frame for a breaker compartment door to remain open aithout, the board being
i inoperable. This will be completed by August 15, 198.'
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